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1904 D.C. (Darius Calendar)—

When a Belser virus rent the hyperspace network to 
tatters, every craft in the human space fleet with a 
network link was stripped of all communications 
capabilities. The ensuing chaos saw the entire fleet 
devastated in the blink of an eye.

The Silver Hawk fighters were the only craft from Planet 
Darius to escape the massacre. Equipped with Burst 
technology, these two cutting-edge craft were entrusted 
to humanoid AI terminal Ti2 and test pilot Riga Pratica.

Flying the Silver Hawk Burst fighters alone into enemy 
territory without network support, the two heroes braved 
overwhelming odds to secure victory and liberation for 
Darius.

It is now 1910 D.C., and repairs on the hyperspace 
network have begun to reconnect the pockets of 
humanity scattered across the vast reaches of space. 
Combat data transmitted from Darius soon sees Burst-
equipped Silver Hawk fighters constructed in every 
inhabited galaxy.

The stage is set for mankind’s grand counteroffensive. A 
team of heroes takes wing, flying into battle and the 
pages of history.

Story
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Overview

・Darius Burst Another Chronicle is a horizontal-scrolling shooter. Players pilot the 
Sliver Hawk fighters in the hope of defeating the Belser Army.

・For each credit, players get three ships.

・When the player’s last ship is destroyed, the game is over (players can add 
additional coins to continue play).

Introduction

Cabinet

Double Widescreen Enjoy eye-popping visuals on dual-32-inch ultra-
widescreen LCD monitors.

Control Panel Up to four players can play side-by-side. Players can start 
the game from any position.

BodySonic Seat Feel the sound with unbelievable bass reproduction!

Headphone Jack

You can also enjoy the game’s sounds through your own 
headphones.
*Some headphone plug types may not be compatible.
*Use the triangle button when starting a game to set your 
preferred volume (volume is set to zero by default).

Coin Slot Insert coins here. 3

Double Widescreen Headphone Jack

Control Panel

Coin Slot
BodySonic Seat



About Credits

Example: Multiplayer

・Up to four players can play in cooperation simultaneously.
・New players can join at any point during the game.

As there are two ships remaining when the first player starts the game, two 
more players can play simultaneously.
Example:

One player begins the 
game with one credit, 
two spare ships remain.

When a second player 
press start button without 
adding additional credits...

One spare ship is 
consumed as the 
second player joins.
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Shared Credits

In this game, one credit buys three ships, shared among all players.

Example: Single Player

The game begins with the first of three ships in use, leaving two spare ships 
in reserve.



Game Modes

Original Mode

Chronicle Mode

・In this basic play mode, the object of the game is to clear all three stages.

・Players select the first stage from Easy, Normal and Hard, and upon completing 
each stage, proceed to select between two stages.

・Game mode featuring a vast number of missions and objectives.

・Chronicle Mode mission clear data is saved in the memory, enabling the players 
to monitor the stage clear history.

・There are Star Systems divided in levels, each containing tens of areas. The 
areas are divided in zones and when all the zones in the area have been cleared, 
the area will be cleared. (Mission complete).

LV1LV0 LV2
<Star System＞

<Each Area＞
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Game Flow

Game play

Entry Type Select

Mode Select

Fighter Select

Stage Select

Title
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Game Screens

Mode Select

・Players choose between Original and Chronicle Modes.

Title

Credit Display

CREDIT(S)  0 (1/2)

Number of credits in stock Number of coins inserted
(insufficient credits)

Number of coins 
required per credit

Chronicle Mode Completion Status
Shows the completion of each level star 
system in percentage.
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Entry Type Select

Stage Select (Original Mode)

・For standard play, select Default Entry.

・By inserting additional coins indicated on screen, players can access the Infinite 
Ships Entry type, which gives all the players unlimited  stock of spare ships until they 
successfully clear the stage. As an example on the screen above, up to four players 
can enjoy the game with eight coins until the stage is cleared.

・To begin, players select among three zones of different difficulty level. The zone 
they choose to start determines the following zones they can access later.

*The difficulty level increases as the player selects the zone shown at lower side of the 
screen.
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Stage Select (Chronicle Mode)

・Star System selection screen. Players select the Star System they wish to play.

・Star Systems are divided by level. The higher level means more difficult.

・Area selection screen.

・Selectable fighter types vary by area, and special additional rules may apply.

*The game play is possible even when these rules are not met, but the area is not 
counted as cleared on completion.

＜Star System Select＞

＜Area Select＞

All Item Rule All items appear as normal

Fixed Equipment Rule Only silver (points) items appear

Attack Up Rule Only red (Shot) and green (Bomb) items appear
Defense Up Rule Only blue (Arm) items appear

Burst Charge Rule The Burst Gauge recovers with time lapse
?P Only Rule* Area can only be freed by clearing with prefixed number of players

Single Credit Only Rule* Area can only be freed by clearing with single credit
Perfect Run Only Rule* Area can only be freed by clearing in one ship without misses
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Fighter Select

・Move the joystick left or right to select the fighter.
・Other players can join the game from this screen by pressing the Start button.

(Each player that joins consumes one spare ship from the stock.)
・Move the joystick up or down to change additional player entry settings.
・Existing players can add spare ships to the stock by pressing the Start button.

“Accepting Players”
Other players can press the Start button to join.

“Requesting Support!”
Move the joystick down to choose this setting, to prompt other players to participate
the game.

“Entry Prohibited”
Move the joystick up to choose this setting, preventing other players from entering.
Please select this mode when you want to enjoy the game only by yourself.
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Game play

Player 1 Info

Player 2 Info Player 4 InfoPlayer 3 Info

Ship Power-up Status Multiplier Score

Ship Power-up Status:
Displays the ship’s actual abilities. Shot status is shown in red, Bomb in green, 
Arm shield in blue. Each power-up item collected fills the respective gauge by one. 
Collect items for feature level up.

Multiplier:
Shows the multiplier point applied to the score you earn by shooting down 
enemies. The multiplier increases as more enemies are shot down until the player 
takes a hit.

Score:
The player’s current score.

Current Zone

*Current Area is shown 
in Chronicle Mode

Spare Ships

*Spare ships are shared 
among all players
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Controls

・Move ship

・Select menu items

・Start game
・Purchase additional ships

・Direction change

・Return from Area 
Select to Star System 
Select in Chronicle Mode

・Fire Shot and Bomb 
(hold for rapid fire)

*Not available on some ships

・Confirm selection

・Fire Burst

*Not available on some ships

・Confirm selection

Joystick
Start

Button
Shot

Button
Burst
Button

Spin
Button
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Fighters

Legend Silver Hawk Burst

Codename “Legend.” Most authentic fighter, well-
balanced and easy to use.

Shot
Bomb (Standard)

Burst

Next Silver Hawk Burst

Codename “Next.” Unlike Legend, its bombs follow the 
targets, and its Burst points at the ship when detached.

Shot
Bomb (Homing)

Burst
*Points at the ship when detached.

Formula Silver Hawk Burst

Codename “Formula.” This close-combat craft’s shots 
travel only a short distance but are quite powerful.

Shot
Bomb (Homing)

Burst

Origin Silver Hawk Burst

Codename “Origin.” It cannot use Burst, but its shot 
and bombs pack an exceptionally powerful punch.

Shot

Bomb (Standard)

Original Mode Fighters

・The fighters available for use in Original Mode.
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Items

・Shooting specially colored enemies and objects will yield items which grant a variety 
of bonuses when picked up.

Item Types

Item Field

Powers up the ship’s Shot.
[Red]

Powers up the ship’s Bomb.
[Green]

Powers up the ship’s Arm shield.
[Blue]

Damages all enemies on the screen.
[Gold]

Adds bonus points to the score.
[Silver]

・When a ship collects an item in Multiplayer play, it creates a temporary “item field.” 
Any other player who crosses through this field will gain the same benefit as having 
collected the original item.

A player collects an item... and an item field appears. Other players who touch 
the item field get the same 
effect as the original item.

Item
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Power-Ups

Shot
・Shots are fired from the front of the ship and evolve through three levels as the 
player collects red power-up items.

Shot

Missiles

Laser

Wave

Shot Power-up 
Status

・The ship’s Shots evolve to the next level with every five items collected.

・Level 1 Shot.

・Cancels out any enemy missiles when hits.

・Level 2 Shot. Penetrates enemies.

・Cancels out any enemy lasers when hits.

・Level 3 Shot. Penetrates terrain.

*Origin’s wave is unique as it also penetrates 
enemies.
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Bomb

・Bombs are fired to different direction of Shots. There are two types, that is fired in 
diagonal direction, and the other that automatically follows the enemies. Both evolve 
through three levels as the player collects green power-up items.

Single

Twin

Multi

Homing x2

Homing x4

Homing x6

＜Standard Type＞ ＜Homing Type＞

Air-to-surface Bomb fired downward.

Air-to-surface Bombs fired on four diagonals.

Air-to-surface Bombs fired upward and 
downward.

Homing Bombs fired upward and 
downward (one each).

Homing Bombs fired upward and 
downward (two each).

Homing Bombs fired upward and 
downward (three each).

Bomb

・The ship’s Bombs evolve to the next level with every five items collected.
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Arm

・The Arm is a shield that surrounds the ship. It evolves through three levels as the 
player collects blue power-up items.

Normal

Super

Hyper

・The ship glows in translucent green.

・Damage from touching enemies and enemy 
attack is reduced.

・Collecting one blue power-up item increases 
one level of protection.

・The ship glows in translucent gold.

・Damage from touching enemies and enemy 
attack is reduced.

・ Collecting one blue power-up item increases 
one level of protection.

・The ship glows in translucent silver.

・Damage from touching enemies and enemy  
attack is reduced.

・ Collecting one blue power-up item increases 
one level of protection.

Arm

・The ship’s Arm evolves to the next level with every five items collected.
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Burst

About Burst

Burst Beam

・The Burst is Silver Hawk’s beam weapon most powerful and most versatile.

・Burst cancels out enemy fire (with some exceptions).

・Using Burst consumes the Burst Gauge shown below the ship. Shooting down 
enemies restores the gauge.

・With Burst function, it is possible to fight against enemies by its wide variety of 
attacking pattern.

→Burst Beam
→Detached Burst
→Burst Link
→Burst Counter
→Side Counter

Burst Gauge

・Hold the Burst button to fire a Burst Beam. It is powerful, but consumes much 
energy and continued use is not possible.

Hold
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Detached Burst

①Double-tap the Burst 
button to detach and 
emplace the Burst device.

②Move the ship to 
change the Burst device 
in the opposite direction.

③Hold the Shot button to 
lock the Burst device’s 
angle.

For the Next only, the 
Burst points in toward 
the ship when detached.

Lock the Burst’s angle to 
block enemy attacks. 
Finding the right diagonal 
is key.Click!

④Release the Shot 
button to unlock the Burst 
device’s angle.

Press the Burst button 
again to dismiss the 
detached Burst device.

Spin!

・The Burst device can be detached from the ship and fired to a different direction. 
This allows Burst to be used as a shield as well as a weapon.
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Burst Link

One player emplaces a detached Burst...

Then another crosses it with their own...

Creating a Burst Link!

Enemy attacks are blocked, and countered with a long-lasting beam attack!

・Available only in Multiplayer play, a Burst Link is the result of combining multiple 
players’ detached Bursts. Burst Link allows the players to block enemy fire and attack 
foes in front of them easily and without expending much of the Burst Gauge.
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Burst Counter

Side Counter

・Fire a Burst Beam at the enemy just as they fire their own Burst to perform a Burst 
Counter. The timing is difficult, and the risks are great, but the damage that results 
when successful is massive. It also yields a huge spike in the score multiplier, so it’s a 
must if you’re going for the high score.

・Approach an enemy’s Burst Beam and fire your own Burst just as you cross it to 
trigger a Side Counter. It’s another high-risk, high-reward gambit, but like the Burst 
Counter, it will send your score multiplier soaring.

Fire a Burst directly in front of an enemy just as it fires its own Burst...

And you’ll trigger a Burst Counter!

Approach an enemy’s Burst beam and fire your own Burst as you cross...

To land a Side Counter!
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About Scoring

Hi-Score Ranking

Score Multiplier

・Once players are able to clear a stage, it’s time to try for the high score!
・Keep shooting down enemies to increase the score multiplier.
・Players can view the current multiplier by the ship’s power-up status.

・The maximum base score multiplier varies from fighter to fighter.
Legend, Next, and Formula: 16x
Origin: 60x

・Defeating enemies with a Burst Beam gives a 4x bonus on top of the base multiplier.
・Defeating enemies with a Burst Counter gives a 6x bonus.
・Other bonuses are awarded for clearing a zone or shooting down entire enemy 

squadrons, allowing for ever higher scoring!

Base Score Multiplier

・Players can view  the Hi-Score Ranking in Original Mode from the Title Screen.
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Enemies
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Iron Fossil Mankind has faced battleships bearing this form time 
and again and has come to call them “Fossils” for 
their resemblance to the coelacanth. This latest 
incarnation is identical in function to those 
encountered in 1904 D.C.--only larger.

Its defining characteristic is the scale-like Chobham 
armor that coats the ship’s exterior, which serves to 
deflect and mitigate enemy fire. Perfectly suited for 
combat on the front lines, this plating proves the craft 
was designed to lead the interplanetary incursion. It is 
also from this armor that the vessel earns its “Iron” 
moniker.

Slimmer than its predecessors, this version is thought 
to boast swifter attack speeds and to house a Burst 
Beam cannon in its tail.

Massive fish-shaped battleships are a staple of the Darius series. Here are three of 
the many that await in this installment.

Violent Ruler A flagship built in the form of a giant isopod. Called 
the Violent Ruler for its tyrannical demeanor in battle.

Its massive size belies impressive speed which, 
combined with dense protective plating, make this 
vessel perfectly suited to lead blitz operations. Belser 
tactics have always favored single-battleship strikes, 
but this flagship takes that notion to the extreme, 
employing attacks that cut down friend and foe alike.

Once deployed, it does not stop until everything in the 
area is destroyed. Weaponry includes miniature lasers, 
a massive laser cannon in its shell, guided missiles, 
and large warheads. While its articulated underside is 
more vulnerable than its back, the ship curls into a 
ball when damaged, emitting a blade-shaped beam 
from its shell. Its Burst cannon favors short, rapid-fire 
volleys over sustained fire.

A flagship crafted in the shape of a sawfish. As a 
variant of the Lightning Flamberge flagship, it belongs 
to the Lightning-designated class of Belser vessels. 
This version boasts reinforced fin-shaped stabilizer 
plating stronger than those of the Flamberge.

Lightning class gunships generally favor lasers, bearing 
a plethora of beam cannons. They are limited to 
deployment in space where there are no atmospheric 
particulates to dissipate beam weaponry, but in their 
optimum deployment zone they have unrivaled attack 
power.

The prow laser is an especially lethal weapon, able to 
transfer Burst cannon energy into discrete units for 
use. Those units can then be detached from the ship, 
allowing them to be used as a conventional human 
Burst device.

Lightning Craw


